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THE TIMBER HAWK® BUCK SCRAPE PACK NOW IN KRYPTEK HIGHLANDER CAMO 
High Performance Pack Perfect For Any Hunt, in Any Terrain 

 
Hunters looking for high-quality hunting packs that perform as hard as they do in the field need to look no further than 
Timber Hawk®.  Renowned for comfort and durability, Timber Hawk packs are loaded with quality and features that can’t 
be beat. The popular Buck Scrape pack is available this year in Kryptek's Highlander camo pattern, giving hunters a 
second option for confident concealment across a wide range of terrain, no matter the season or the quarry.  
 
The Timber Hawk Buck Scrape is the ideal pack for hunters with smaller torsos or those who prefer a compact, 
lightweight pack. Built with the finest materials in the industry like ultra-quiet twill fabric, the Buck Scrape was designed 
from the inside out to keep noise to a minimum. Compression straps on both sides keep your gear snugged tight while 
the padded back and shoulder straps give you all day hiking comfort.  Large loop zipper pulls make getting to your gear a 
snap even while wearing gloves.  
 
Timber Hawk created their entire line of packs with the serious hunter in mind, and the Buck Scrape is no exception. 
Measuring 11”w x 6.1”d x 21.2”h with a capacity of 1,297 cubic inches, there’s plenty of storage space for all the gear you 
need and more.  A zippered front pocket opens to expose several interior pockets capable of keeping all of your smaller 
items organized and ready for use.  Plus, a key ring clip keeps your truck keys securely stored, so you aren’t searching 
for them at the bottom of your pack the end of a long day.  The large main compartment is roomy enough for extra layers, 
a bone saw, drag or anything else you may need to bring along.  There’s even a sleeve for the available hydration 
bladder (sold separately).   
 
The Timber Hawk Buck Scrape pack has two large easily-accessible pockets, one on each side of the pack, which can 
be used to store water bottles, or additional gear such as hats or gloves. The front of the pack contains a large stash 
pocket perfect for clothing layers that you may want ready at hand while on-the-go.  The top of the pack features a small 
fleece-lined pocket for storing items you want quick access to such as your sunglasses, iPod, etc.  It also includes a 
heavy-duty handle on the top for transporting it in and out of the truck or treestand.   
 
Like others in the Timber Hawk lineup, the Buck Scrape will easily carry a bow and also incorporates Timber Hawk’s 
unique Hawkeye detachable binocular strap system, which allows a hunter to keep his optics on him at all times, and 
stabilize them when in use.  
 
Timber Hawk offers the absolute best hunting backpack for your hard earned dollar. In other words, when you buy a 
Timber Hawk, you’ll get More Bag for You BUCK! For more information on the Timber Hawk Buck Scrape and the rest 
of the lineup contact Timber Hawk at 1919 Vineburn Avenue, Los Angeles, Calif. 90032 •	  Telephone: (801) 597-0087 •	  
Or go to http://www.timberhawk.com.  
 
“Like us" on FACEBOOK for the latest company and product news.  Follow Timber Hawk on TWITTER and INSTAGRAM 
 
Editor’s Note: For hi-res images and releases, please visit our online Press Room at www.full-throttlecommunications.com	  
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